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15 minutes at a Time:

Fearless Skier Endures Husband’s Cancer

said Kim. In John’s small hospital room,
Kim called on the lessons of the mountain. She navigated each fifteen minutes
as she did the steep and windy ski slopes.
She let the turns take her instead of
fighting them and took strength in what
she already tackled.
Their patient waiting paid off. John
received a liver transplant. He has now
fully recovered and is back on the slopes
at Crystal. The Kirchers have been happily married for six years. “Last year he
built a new gondola and he is currently
planning a hotel for Crystal,” said Kim.

Kim on ski patrol

Kim Kircher
A love for the snow
brought her to the
mountains. Little
did Kim Kircher
know that through
one love she would
find another and
By Mikaela Cowles
have the skills to
persevere – sometimes for just fifteen minutes.
Fourteen years ago, just after John Kircher
bought Crystal Mountain, Kim worked the
Crystal booth at a ski show. “That’s when
we had our first real conversation. After the
show, a group of us went out to dinner. The
conversation just continued,” Kim remembered. John was smitten right away, but she

turned him down. “I told him, ‘I couldn’t
date the boss’,” she said. After a couple of
years, they started dating, were married, and
lived happily ever after.
Almost.
During their first year of marriage, John
was diagnosed with bile duct cancer.
This rare form of cancer attacks the bile
ducts both inside and outside the liver.
His only hope was a liver transplant. For
Kim, a Ski Patroller normally in control,
this was completely foreign territory.
Together they waited in the hospital as
John grew worse and his pain intensified.
“We decided we would take it in smaller
chunks of time. Fifteen minute pieces,”

Together, they enjoy cycling, hiking, and
fishing at their cabin in Canada, which
is only accessible by boat or float plane.
“John does a lot of fishing, but I call it
my writing cabin,” said Kim. She put the
cabin to good use, publishing her first
book last October. The Next 15 Minutes:
Strength from the Top of the Mountain is
Kim’s amazing account of John’s battle to
survive and how she drew on her experiences on the slope for strength. Her
memoir also describes her death defying
work as a Ski Patroller, including a harrowing scene when she just escapes ahead
of an avalanche.
Clearly, Kim is a woman of many talents.
Not only is she an author, but she has
logged over six hundred hours of explosives control, earning her avalanche blaster’s card and her heli-blaster endorsement. As an EMT, she received both a
National Ski Patrol Purple Merit Star for
saving a life as well as a Green Merit Star
for saving a life in arduous conditions.
continued...
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Where did all this heroism start?

Now Offering Massage

It started with a young girl who caught
the “powder bug” from her parents. As
ski instructors for over forty years, Kim’s
parents introduced her to the snow and
slopes early. It was a love she couldn’t
shake. After five years as a high school
English teacher, she left to teach on the
slopes. Twenty-three years later, she is still
working on Crystal Mountain. Looking
down on 1,400 vertical feet of powder
from Crystal’s highest peak, still gives her
a thrill. But now, her life has a few more
death daring feats, like dropping explosives from an open helicopter cockpit
over avalanche disaster zones while uttering, “bombs away.”
The couple keeps a residence in Medina,
allowing John to be close to his daughter
who attends St. Thomas School. They
spend their summers enjoying water
sports on their lake front property. During the winter, they split their time
between the mountains and the city. “Our
home in Medina is so quiet. We come
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here to get away and hide,” Kim said.
What is Kim’s advice as a mountain
expert? She said to remember that if it’s
raining in Seattle, it is snowing in the
mountains. So, “Get up (to Crystal) and

get outside. Spend as much time as you
can with the people you love,” recommended Kim.

www.kirklandlife.com

For more of Kim’s writing visit her
website: KimKircher.com.



